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Sailing to Lampsacus: 
Diogenes ofOenoanda, New Fragment 7 

Diskin Clay 

O F THE EIGHTEEN new fragments of Diogenes which Martin 
Ferguson Smith has discovered in Oenoanda, the most 
difficult and perhaps the most interesting is New Fragment 7.1 

Two of its three columns are very nearly complete (see PLATE 1) but 
its argument is hard to make out. Smith first thought that the subject 
of the stone was cosmogony and the role of chance in the formation 
of a world. He was brought to this interpretation by the word TVfLTrClVOV 

in col. ii line 12 and two letters of col. iii line 7, which he restored as 
i.\[lKWV] 'whirls'. Both the 8lV'T} and the descriptive term TVfLTrClVO~,8~c 
(or StCKO~tS~C) played a role in the cosmogony and cosmology of early 
atomism, and TO ClVTOfLClTOV and TVX'T}, the subjects of the end of the 
new fragment, figure as the critical terms of Aristotle's discussion of 
the cosmogony of Democritus.2 But what makes this story unclear is, 
as Smith saw,3 the lack of a discoverable masculine singular subject 
for the verbs from col. ii line 1 to col. iii line 8. (The text of the new 
fragment is reproduced below with some important revisions.) The 
identification of the ClVTOV of col. ii line 2 must have been clear from 
col. i, but only the edge of this column has been preserved to a depth 
of six letters at most. 

The discovery of the precise subject that underwent the violent and 
seemingly painful events narrated in columns ii and iii is essential to 
an understanding of the new fragment, and Smith is quite fair in 
admitting that without it the whole fragment remains obscure. 
What is it that is being gulped down and belched up again, lacerated, 
skinned and nearly completely flayed? 

1 AJA 75 (1971) 365-69. The new text presented in this essay differs in important respects 
from the text published in 1971. This study owes a great deal to Mr Smith; indeed, my text 
and commentary are the result of our collaboration, and I have recorded a number of his 
suggestions in the commentary to our new text. I also owe thanks to Mr Smith for his 
generous help and encouragement and for the photograph reproduced as PLATS 1. 

Z The essential passage from Aristotle's discussion of -rVX7J and 'TO alh6p.IX'TOV as physical 
causes in his Physics is presented, with additional details from Simplicius' commentary, in 

Diels-Kranz Vorsokr. 6 68 A 67-69. 
3 Smith, op.cit. (supra n.l) 367. 
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50 SAILING TO LAMPSACUS 

The translation I offer here reveals sufficiently the character of the 
events described in New fr.7 (cols. ii and iii) and, with the help of 
Plutarch, makes possible the identification of the subject of the 
inscription. Indeed, the masculine singular subject of the bulk of the 
new narrative is identical with the victim who suffered the violent 
events so forcefully described, and the identification of this victim 
explains one of the oddest features of the language of the inscription
the exuberant and poetical style, which led Smith to suspect that 
Diogenes was closely following not Epicurus but Democritus. 

TRANSLATION 

H ••• of the rocks, from which it did not yet wash him in 
(to dry land), but the sea gulped him down and belched 
him back up again. It was then that he was lacerated, as 
you would expect, and he swallowed down a great 
mouthful (of salt water); he was badly skinned when he 
crashed upon the sea-eaten rocks. But gradually he suc
ceeded in swimming through to open water, and just 
then he was borne along on the waves' to the festival 
drum (?) and, flayed almost to an inch, he barely escaped 
with his life. Now he spent the next day in this state upon 
a high promontory and the following night and the next 
day until nightfall, exhausted by hunger and his 
injuries. 

"We now understand that events which lay beyond our 
control are benefits despite appearances-the very doc
trine he commends to you as reasonable. For your herald 
who brought you to safety has died; for afterwards 
chance ... " 

There are a fair number of accounts in Greek of the experience of 
being shipwrecked.5 None I know is so dramatically told and so 
circumstantial as that of the new fragment from Oenoanda except 
one: Odysseus' account of being washed up on the island of Scherie 
(Od. 5.367-463). Indeed, the victim of this shipwreck seems to have 

'Another interpretation of this obscure passage is given in the commentary to these 
lines. 

5 Most of the literary descriptions are listed in RE 2 (1923) 412 s.v. "Schifbruch." 
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suffered what Odysseus would have suffered were it not for Athena 
(426-27): 

" () ",. , ~ , ,I..() ,~""" () EV a K a7TO p£VOVC OpV'f' 7] J cvv U oeTE apaX 7] J , , 
E£ f.L7] ••• 

And it is Odysseus' description of Charybdis which is recalled in the 
language of New fr.7, which has the sea sucking its victim in and 
belching him up again (Od. 12.235-38): avapocpf7eat ~ ()&Aaeea Ka, 

pfjg(U 7TaAtv. 

IfEpicurus' moral doctrines had not struck Plutarch as so stridently 
in conflict with the events of his life, the masculine singular subject 
of the narrative in Diogenes would remain unknown-one of the 
many anonymous victims of a shipwreck. But thanks to a device 
familiar from Epicurus, Colotes, and Plutarch's anti-Epicurean dia
logues, we learn the events of Epicurus' life which Plutarch saw as 
contradicting his moral doctrines.6 For the purposes of solving the 
riddle posed by New fr.7 Epicurns' 7Ta(J7] are more important than the 
doctrines they are made to refute, but these doctrines too are critical 
for a full understanding of the new inscription. 

In his dialogue against Epicurus' conception of the pleasant life 
(Non posse suaviter vivi secundum Epicurum) , Plutarch seizes on Epi
curns' assertion of the possibility of a confident and steadfast ex
pectation in life (;AmCfw mCTOV Kat fNf1aLOV, 1090A). This Plutarch saw 
as refuted by the unforeseen events of Epicurus' own life. One of 
these was the experience at sea which nearly cost Epicurus his life. 
Unfortunately Plutarch's MSS have garbled the term which described 
more precisely the nature of this mishap, and for the moment a part 
of the text is left between daggers (1090E): 

." ~, (J , , , ~ , , '\"~'" ~'\ 
0XI\WV DE vf.Love Kat I\rJCTWV Wf.LOT7]TCXC Kat KI\7]pOVOf.LWV autKtae J En DE 1\0t-

, , , , t(J '\ '{J I ',1..' f' t 'E ' " , ,~ , f.LOVC aEpwv Kat al\accav EV payK7]V V'f' atc 7TtKOVpOC Ol\tyov EUE7]eE 

(J ~ \ , 'A' .1. • ',1.. '" \' KaTa1TO 7]vat 7TI\EWV EtC af.L'f'aKOV J we ypa'f'H J n av I\EyO£ TtC; 

Until May of 1970 and Smith's visit to the site of ancient Oenoanda, 

• Epicurus' formulation of this principle is: OVK €coV"Tal COt TOtC '\6yotc a[ 1Tpcff£tc aK6'\ovBo£, 
KL1 xxv. He puts it to effective use against those who refer the cause of all events to 'neces
sity' in the n£p~ !Pvc£wc: Epicurus, ed. G. Arrighetti (Torino 1960) 31.28.6-17; Sententia 
Vaticana (SV) 40. Phillip De Lacy's discussion of the importance of 1TaB7J in Epicurean po
lemic, "Colotes' First Criticism of Demoeritus," in Isonomia: Studien zur Gleichheitsvorstellung 
im gnechischen Denken (Berlin 1964) 67-69, points up the inadequacy of Bignone's charac
terization of Plutarch's argument as ad hominem (cj. RivFC 44 [1916] 281). 
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this was the only report of the shipwreck Epicurus barely survived on 
one of his trips to Lampsacus. Oddly it receives little notice in modern 
accounts of Epicurus' life and Wanderjahre.7 Epicurus' travels did not 
come to an end with his establishment in Athens in the summer of 
306. Despite the turmoil created throughout the Aegean by the strug
gles of the 8ta8oxot, Epicurus managed to make some trips to Asia to 
visit his friends (Diog.Laert. 10.10). It is his solicitude for the com
munities of friends established in Asia, Egypt and on the Hellespont 
that invites comparison with the voyages of St Paul. Indeed, Epicurus 
had such deep roots in Lampsacus that Strabo could call him Tp6TTOV 
7'£V~ AaJLl/1aK"f/V6v (13.1.19). But Plutarch gives only one sure detail of 
the disaster which befell Epicurus as he was sailing to Lampsacus: he 
was sucked down by the sea. Plutarch's word is KaTaTTo{}fjvat, which 
clearly corresponds to avapo</>fjcat in Diogenes (col. ii line 3). 

Beyond this, the text of Plutarch's MSS is corrupt, and the real story 
of what happened is disguised by the unintelligible {}ai\accav €v{1payld]v 
of X and the equally impossible €v{1paYK"f/v of a. In the Loeb text of the 
dialogue De Lacy and Einarson have emended the text to read 
{}ai\acc"f/c ap.TTWTtV v</>' ~c, which is attractive in its sense; but it is difficult 
to imagine how ap.TTWTtV could have been corrupted into €v{1paYK7}v.8 

More compelling is the second of two emendations suggested by 
Bignone;9 his {}ai\accav €PL{1pVXTJV is attractive since it comes closer to 
the MSS readings than ap.TTW7'£V and can find support where he did not 

7 E. Bignone is the only scholar to give Epicurus' shipwreck on his way to Lampsacus a 
place in the account of Epicurus' life. In his long and operatic recreation of the formation 
of Epicurus' moral thought (L' Aristotele perdute e la fermaZione filesefica di Epicure II [Florence 
1936] 143-48), he rightly saw, as had Usener, that the notice in Plutarch must derive from 
one of Epicurus' letters, but he insists that all the details of Plutarch 1090B figure in Epi
curus' bitter letter to the philosophers in Mytilene (frs.111-14 Us.). In his attempt to as
semble the fragmentary details into a coherent portrait of Epicurus' early life, Bignone 
identifies the ypa4>-rf mentioned by Philodemus in his n£p~ 'E1rtKOIJpov, fr.6 col. ii, with this 
long letter (p.117). According to Bignone, Epicurus wrote to the philosophers in Mytilene 
to inveigh against his rivals for having forced him to undertake this "disastrosa navi
gazione." The occasion of Epicurus' wreck at sea would then be his move from Mytilene to 
LampsaGus. But there is not the slightest hint of the context imagined by Bignone to be 
discovered in New fr.7. 

8 Another consideration that speaks against the emendation is that it would seem from 
the context of New fr.7 that Epicurus was caught in the backwash of a wave that had 
broken against the rocks and not an C1p.1rW'TtC, which usually describes a more gradual re
cession of the sea (cf. Hdt. Z.ll, 7.198, 8.1Z9). 

• In op.cit. (supra n.7) 145 n.1, which is superior to his earlier emendation 8~accav a3 
flp~J1 txp' ~c in op.cit. (supra n.6) ZSI. 
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think to look for it, in the poetic description (Od. 5.411-12) of another 
wreck at sea which Epicurus seems to have taken as his model: 

" 0 \ \ I 't' ',/..\ <;'\ ~ EKToe EV P.EV yap 7Tayot 0<:, EEe, ap.'f" OE Kvp.a 

f3'{3PVXEV p60£OV • • • 

Plutarch might have recognized this model, since he quotes Odyssey 
5.410 precisely when he returns to the theme of shipwrecks in 1103E. 

Clearly Epicurus survived to describe his shipwreck, but it is not 
clear from Plutarch what form this description took. He says no more 
than WC ypacpEL. But later on in this tract Plutarch's spokesman Aris
todemus lets drop that he had recently in hand a collection of Epi-

, I (" \ \, \, , \ <;' ~'O ,~ curus etters Evayxoc yap KaTa TVX'Y}V Tac E7TLCTo/\ac OL7]/\ ov aVTOV, 

1101B). The possibility that Plutarch knew of Epicurus' near scrape 
with death from one of his letters seems good.10 He seems to return 
to this letter at the close of an essay dominated by language taken 
from the sea. Near the end of the essay Aristodemus turns Epicurus' 
conception of death as a dissolution (TO 8LaAV()EV avaLC()7]TE'i, KLl II) 
against him and evokes in vivid terms the dissolution or 'shipwreck' 
that awaits every good Epicurean at death. His Greek is worth re
producing (1103E) for the light it throws on the new fragment of 
D· ,\ \, \, f3' <;', () , "" 'I:' lOgenes: KaLTOL VEWC P.EV EK71'ECWV E71'L aT'Y}c ota/\v EtC'Y}C E71' E/\71'LOOC 
, ~, • ~ 't \ - \ <;' t ' ~ <;' \ , oXELTa, nvoc we YTi 7TpoeE<:,WV TO ewp.a Kat maV'Y}<:.op.EVOC, T'Y}C OE TOVTWV 

cpLAococptac-and here he quotes a line from Odysseus' account of his 
own shipwreck (Od. 5.41O)-EKf3anc ot) 71''Y} cpatvE()' cUoc 71'OA£O'iO Ovpa'E. 

What would seem to secure this as a reference to Epicurus' account 
of his own shipwreck is Plutarch's method of refutation. In Aristo
demus' imagined dialogue with his Epicurean puppet, the Epicurean 
conception of death and pain is reduced to the merest recitation of the 
main articles of Epicurus' catechism. Following the recitation of 
Epicurus' KVpLaL Ll6saL I and II comes the doctrine the Epicurean ex
presses in the following language (1103E):11 "I tell you to eat and be 

rI \ A' r I \ I ,. " f' , ( merry-on V'Y} .::J La XELfLa<:,ofLEV<p TO vavay£Ov EyyVC ECTLV' 0 yap 71'OVOC 0 

tmEpf3aAAwv cvva¢;EL ()avaT<p." This seems another version of KLl IV: OV 

Xpovt,EL TO aAYOVV CVVEXWC EV Tfj caKpt, aAAtX TO fLEV cXKpOV TOV EAaXLCTOV 

Xp6vov 7Tap€Cn. The point of this entire polemic goes deeper into the 
10 Usener recognized this in presenting Plutarch's account of Epicurus' shipwreck in his 

collection of the fragments from the letters, fr.189. 
11 Other versions of this doctrine are given in Arrighetti's note to SV 4. In Pluto 1103c-D 

the adverbs o?J8lrrw and Taj(V reveal a partial recognition of what is involved in the doctrine; 
cf Bignone, op.cit. (supra n.6) 266; and Diog.Oen. fr.42 (Chilton). 
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flesh of Epicurean doctrine than might seem. Aristodemus makes his 
case against three of four moral doctrines known to Epicureans as 
Epicurus' TETpacpapJLaKOC, not only by showing that they fail to satisfy 
the belief of the pious in divine providence and personal immor
tality, but by suggesting that they are contradicted by the life of the 
master himself. 

This too is the point of the earlier stage of Plutarch's argument 
against the Epicureans, who can see only one haven and refuge in 
adversity-dissolution and the loss of all sensation. Plutarch presents 
the Epicurean position in terms of the following example. Again the 
point of the example seems to be discoverable from Epicurus' life, 
and once again the language of Plutarch and Diogenes seems to reflect 
some common source. The entire passage (1103D) deserves quotation: 
II II , " , """ IJ , , ", , " 

WC7rEP Et. "'c EV 7rEl\ayEL Kat. XELf.LWVL uappvvwv E7rt.CTac I\EyOL JL'YjTE ",va T'YJV 
~ " Q' , 'A ' ,-, .J..!i:. D ,~ , ~, 

vavv EXEW KVtJEpV'YJT'YJV JL'YjTE TOVC '-JLOCKOPOVC aVTO'C a't''1.ECUa, ••• OVoEV OE 

" l t' ' '\\'" ,~, D' 8 ' ~., ~ OJLWC E vat oEWOV a/\/\ ocov OVOE7rW KaTa7rOu'YjcEC at T'YJV vavv V7rO T'YjC 

8 ~-\ , " Q ' D ", , A CXII.acc'Yjc 'Yj CVVTpLtJ'YjCEcuaL TaXV 7rpOC 7rETpaC EK7rECOvcav. 

If Plutarch's language seems to reflect and distort the language of 
Diogenes New fr.7, it is because both derive from a letter (or letters) 
Epicurus wrote to a friend (or friends) abroad-possibly a letter to 
those of his friends who were eagerly awaiting his arrival in Lamp
sacus. In so far as it can be pieced together from Plutarch and Diogenes, 
this letter contained Epicurus' epic account of his narrow escape from 
death. The exuberance of its language is reminiscent of the enthu
siasm and exaggeration which often mark his private letters.12 

Bignone's emendation epL#pvX'Y}V seems to recover Epicurus' epithet 
for the sea that swallowed him down and belched him back, like 
Charybdis herself, and would be consistent with the style of the letter 
and its range of allusion. Epicurus has good reason for his exuberance 
in his incomparable jubilation in looking back in safety on the great 
evil he had barely escaped. According to Plutarch this feeling of joy 
and relief constituted Epicurus' conception of the nature of the good, 
and he quotes Epicurus' very words to display the calculation 
. I d " A J.. I "Q\ AD' ,,' .J.. lnvo ve : TO yap 7rOtOVV. 'f'1JCtV. aVV7rEptJl\1JTOV ')'1JUOC TO 7rap aVTO 7rE't'V')'-

JL£VOV JL£ya KaKOV (1091B) . 
. It seems possible that this language too derives from Epicurus' 

11 An enthusiasm which offended Plutarch; 1097c-D (=Epicurus fr.91 Arrighetti). 
Consider too Epicurus' language to Pythocles (fr.S1 Arr.); to his mother (fr.65.29-40 Arr.); 
to Themista (fr.44 Arr.); Idomeneus (frs.45, 47 Arr.); Leonteus (fr.64 Arr.). 
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description of his wreck at sea and his reflections in safety on land on 
the pleasure that comes from the memory of such sudden and un
foreseen events. The paradoxical benefit of one such event was cer
tainly illustrated by TO aVTOp,(XTOV .•• EO '}IE 7TOLOVV of New fr.7, col. iii 
line 10, but the text breaks off just after the second explanatory 
particle of line 14. This leaves the development of the reflection begun 
towards the end of col. iii to be completed in the columns which 
connect New frs.7 and 8.13 From Plutarch's dialogue as well as from 
other sources it is clear enough that one of the ways chance can be 
viewed as a hidden blessing in the lives of men is that, if it does not 
bring death, it brings the benefit of the secure memory of an evil that 
has been survived. The key to Epicurus' thought which Aristodemus 
did not find (or did not care to state) lies in the tense of the verbs 
which convey the emotional logic of Epicurus' reflections as these are 
reproduced by Plutarch (1091B): 7TEcPVypivov; and 07"£ TofiTo cVJLf31.f37JKEV 
aVTtiJ '}IEvvadJat. Epicurus' calculation is that apparent evils can survive 
as goods, since it is the tension between the past and present that pro
duces joy. It is the contrast between the turmoil and insecurity ex
perienced in the past which suggests to the reflective mind the senti
ment of gratitude and calm at having escaped an evil and being now 
secure. This is the pleasure produced by the contrast (TO 7Tap' aUTO 
7TEcPV'}'JLI.vov,..dya KaKov) between past turmoil and present security.14 
In the case of Epicurus, this seems to have been the connection be
tween his life and his moral doctrines. His conception of chapafla has 
its roots in his life, and these roots were strengthened by the disaster 
which overwhelmed him as he sailed to Lampsacus-a herald and a 
savior. 

13 Smith supposes that no more than a column or two separates New frs.7 and 8, op.cit. 
(supra n.l) 369. Since New fr.7 is not cosmogonical it should not be associated with the 
letter to Antipater as Smith thought, 366. 

H In this sense, Seneca's quotation of Virgil's forsan et haec oHm meminisse iuvabit is an 
appropriate illustration of the Epicurean doctrine, Ep. 78.15; cf. fr.434 Us.; ad Hdt. 82.1; 
SV 40 for indications of the importance of the perfect tense in Epicurus' moral calculus. 
The importance of the quiet of the sea as it has become calm as a model or image of 
&.Tapa!la is well stated by Nietzsche in his portrait of Epicurus and "das Gluck eines Auges, 
vor dem das Meer des Daseins stille geworden isr," Die frohliche Wissenschaft 44 (Werke in drei 

Bitnden, ed. K. Schlechta, II [Munich 1966] 68). Diogenes New fr.7 reveals the personal ex
perience that gave Epicurus' doctrine its roots in his life; cf. GRBS 13 (1972) 59-66, which can 
now be read as a companion to this article. 
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col. i 

SAILING TO LAMPSACUS 

THE TEXT 

7fV]£VK£V 
J]K£wa 

7T]lTP~t~ 
]£avav 

]~~T~ 
T]4)V ~~-

col. ii 
A ~.J.' ~ " 7T£TpWVI ""'t' '/c OVK£-

, "" , T aVTOV £,cXVC£v1 ava-
.Iv:: t f}-'-' \ p0'fJ'/cat TJ W\acca Kal. 

pfjga, 7T&.\'V. cvv£Tpl{1"1 
5 \ .,. II • I p.£v OVV1 WC7T£P £'KOC1 

Kat Kd.tpO. g&Vf}"1 &A,. 
[~wv - - - - - - - - - - - ]Xpw 

]~TOC 

],£ 
]111-'£ 
]TOV 
]7'7}v 
]0 

{1pwCL 7T£P"7T£CcPP ~lf}o". 
'" I "',.,. \ O'€V'1'JX£ a OW '!a" Ka-
----:. , " .. ~ Ta P.£'KPOV £tC vOlpp. 

10 Jv olc S~ Xpop[OtC] ~ - - -
I " , KV/l-aTWV £7T£P.7T~TO ~f~ 

[ 
\ ] I • A TO T VP.7TavOV £9PT~'-

[OV], ~cwf}"1 p.&y,~ JyS£

Sapp.'vo~ q.Kp£'Bw~ T]WV 

col. iii 
", ,\ l' A [ " ] OI\OC. £7Tt. ovv 7'7}t; aKpac 

eK07T,ae JK£' TO E[gfjC S,fj]-
, • I [" ] r£ 7'7}V "1p.£pav 0 VTWC 

, , , A [ ] Kat. 7'7}V £7T,ovca v vv -
5 ' \ I, · [' ] KTa Ka, 7Tal\W "1p. £pav 

., C', "[A] £we £C7T£paC1 V7TO T OV 

~~'/l-OV Ka~ TWV E~[KWV] 
~~7T~WI-"£Voe. tI J7T[tCTap.£]
~~ S' 7fSTJ TO aVrop.[ aTov] 

10 £J y£ 7T9fOVV 07T£P £[v~oy]
o[v] up'£rv Jv~oy£t[ Ta,]. 

'f} "/[ ] T~ V7JK£ yap vp.£ T£poe 
KfjpVg 8c S,lcwc£[v vp.ac]. 
£ tTa yap TVX"]V £[ 

COMMENTARY 

COL. I. Very little can be recovered from the right edge of this 
column. 7T ]'Tp~" in line 3 is significant, and Smith suggests that at this 
point Epicurus' ship might be described as going on the rocks. He also 
suggests that T ]c;Jv ~A[AWV] in line 6 might refer to the other passengers, 
and that ]~£ in line 9 might be a part of either ;cw~£ or £CW'€TO. 
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COL. n 2-4. Smith compared Aesop's description of Charybdis as 
Aristotle reports it in Mete. 356blO-16. The comparison is just, since 
the verbs avapoc/J'Yjcca and pijga£ appear to be Epicurus' version of the 
epic description of the rhythmic swallowing and eruptions of Charyb
dis, ad. 12.235-38: 

pijga£ has the sense of Jg€P,€'iv in Hipp. Epid. 4.24. Plutarch's version of 
avaporjJijca£ is KaTa7ro8ijva£; 1090A, 1103D. 

4-6. eVV€Tpt!3TJ: a verb commonly used in ancient descriptions of 
shipwrecks (Thuc. 4.77, Dem. 18.194, Diod. 13.16) and easily applicable 
to their passengers. For the painful details of being dashed onto rocks 
(aAt!3pWCt 7r€pt7r€C~r AtfJo£C) cf ad. 5.426-27; AP 5.223 (which illustrates 
the sense of the verb gatvw); Musaeus, Hero and Leander 339; and Acts 
27.41 for the sense of 7r€P£7T€C€'iV: 7r€P£7T€cOVT€e O€ de T67t'OV 8dJaJ\accov. 

6. K&rf;€V. One of the most bitter experiences of a shipwreck; cf Od. 
4.511, 5.455-56; cf Hero and Leander 327-28. 

8. Smith first printed 8dVTJcP€. He has since reexamined his photo
graphs and squeeze of the ins'cription and writes: "I am sure that the 
letter, though it could not be E, could well be X, although it is 
imperfectly preserved and must have its sublinear dot. Moreover, is 
not the imperfect tense more appropriate here, describing the 
swimmer's gradual progress (KaTcX p,€£Kp6v)?" The voice of the com
pound 8dVTJX€ of the new fragment is attested elsewhere only in 
Hephaistion '(19.3 Consbruch) as a variant of Callim. fr.399 (Pfeiffer). 
The possibility of the active is well illustrated by viix€ 7raplg in ad. 
5.439 as against 7rapav~gop,a£ in 5.417. Plutarch's o£aVTJg6p,€voc (11038) 

here again appears to be a reflection of Epicurus' original language. 

10-13. The most obscure part of the new inscription. At line 10 
Smith suggests either &[111) T(vv] or f[ K T(vv] as a restoration and would 
translate " cast [from] the waves onto the festival drum." [T() l' ]vp,7ravov 
E9PT~'i[OVJ is puzzling. One possibility that suggests itself is that 'Fes
tival Drum' is the name given some promontory on the Hellespont. 
Another is consistent with Smith's first suggestion that the word 
TVp,7raVOv refers to the earth (AJA 75 [1971] 368). He now writes: "As I 
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see it, the reference to the earth as the TOI-'7Tavov €opTrliov is doubly 
appropriate in the present passage, because (a) the description is 
poetical (and so in harmony with the style of the rest of the passage); 
(b) the comparison of the earth to a tambourine had been made by 
at least one earlier atomist. (No doubt Diogenes has taken T0I-'7TCt.VOV, 
and probably €opTCt.iov as well, from Epicurus.) And would we not 
expect a clear reference to Epicurus' being cast ashore? cf. Plutarch's 
, , .\ Ic:, • "I t ~ 't. \ ~ (1103) " E7T EI\7TWOC 0XHTCt.I. T'VOC WC 'YTI 7TpOCES WV TO CWI-'Ct. E • 

COL. m 2-3. Smith first restored [;cpE]P.E. He now suggests [8dj]yE. 

6-S. Three new readings clear up the sense of these lines: (1) line S. 
Smith corrects 4 .. 9!,WI-'EVOC by 9~7T~!,dJI-'EVOC, CQ 22 (1972) 162; (2) on a 
reexamination of his squeeze Smith reports that "there is no doubt 
that instead of MINOY the reading is AEIMOY"; (3) for lA[{KWV] in 
line 7, read EA[ KWV ]. 

8. v. The vacant space in the line indicates the break from Diogenes' 
indirect report of Epicurus' wreck at sea as he sailed to Lampsacus to a 
reflection on the lesson to be drawn from such instances of TO Ct.VT0f.LCt.TOV 
and TOJ(f}. It would seem that this reflection was based on Epicurus' 
letter: 07TEP ~VAOYEi[TCt.']. The last yap (line 14) explains the nexus of 
thought, but the column ends and even Smith's suggestion 'E[7T{Kovl 
poc] is unsure, if attractive. Diogenes' reference to 'you' and 'your' 
(lines 11-13) is probably original with Epicurus' letter, but, like a good 
Epicurean, Diogenes has applied Epicurus' reflections to the case of 
his audience in Oenoanda. His letter to Antipater on Infinite Worlds 
begins in imitation of the letter to Pythocles (fr.15 [Chilton], col. i; 
cf ad Pyth. 84). and he quotes Epicurus' letter to his mother (frs.52-53 
[Chilton]), apparently for his own purposes. It is Significant that in 
New fr.S Diogenes incorporates KA XVI into his discussion of TOxrl 
(col. ii, lines 9-13); but he does not reproduce it in the fuller version 
known from Diogenes Laertius. 

10-11. For Smith's E[VKTCt.i]o[v] I would read E[tiAoy]o[v], and com
pare P.Herc. 176 (ed. A. Vogliano, Nuove lettere di Epicuro e dei suoi 
scolari) col. xxvii.10 and ad Men. 135.1, EvAoY{CTWC ci'TVXEiv. 

13. VI-"[TEpOC] KfjpVg. Possibly this description originates with Epi
curus himself and characterizes his relation with his friends abroad; 
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f S . V' 52 <H J.. \, ,\., , c. ententla atlcana : 'f'u\ta 7T€ptXOP€V€t TYJV OLKOVJ.L€VYJV K7JpvTTovca 

~ \ - · - · , e ,\ , 'F h f 11 f 0"1 7Tac£v "1fLtV E'YELPEC aL E7TL TOJ! fLaKaptCfL0J!. or t e u resonances 0 

the terms KfjpVg and CWT77P, cf. A.-J. Fesrugiere, Epicure et ses dieux2 

(Paris 1968) 57 n.1 and 63 n.!. 
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